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Abstract. An evaluation of rock slide tsunami hazard is ap-
plied to all Norwegian lakes larger than 0.1km2 based on
their topographical setting. The analysis results in a topo-
graphic rock slide potential score that indicates the relative
hazard in each lake. Even though the score value each lake
receives should be interpreted with caution, the distribution
ofscorevaluesshowsthatweareabletomakeacleardistinc-
tion between lakes with a high vs. lakes with a low hazard.
The results also show a clustering of threatened lakes in parts
of Western Norway as well as some locations in Northern
Norway. This makes the results useful as a tool for focusing
further studies on regions or speciﬁc lakes that received high
scores. The results also show how the method may be used
for more detailed analysis of a given lake (or fjord). Maps
can be produced that may serve as a guide when carrying out
ﬁeld campaigns or when designing scenarios for numerical
simulations of tsunamis in the lake. It should be emphasised
that the rock slide potential reported for each lake is based on
the topographical setting alone and hence, does not represent
theactualprobabilityofrockslidesintothelakes. Foragiven
area, more detailed investigations of the geology, triggering
factors and frequency of previous rock slide events should be
carried out before deﬁnite statements about the actual hazard
can be made.
1 Introduction
Rock slides and rock falls are relatively frequent in Norway.
Furseth (2006) has recorded almost 800 such events over the
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last500yearscausingthelossoftheapproximately500lives.
The real number of events is probably much higher due to a
lack of reporting of such historic events when lives are not
lost. The majority of lost lives can be attributed to a few
catastrophic rock slides that have occurred with a frequency
of about 2 to 4 per century. Rock slides have been espe-
cially devastating when plunging into lakes or fjords. Dur-
ing the 20th century we experienced three such events in
Norway (Loen in 1905 and 1936, Tafjord in 1934) where
the consequent tsunamis caused a total loss of 174 lives
(Furseth, 2006). Clearly a detailed study of rock slide haz-
ard in lakes and fjords in Norway is desirable, but in a coun-
try with more than 200000 lakes and 25000km of coastline
(numbers based on 1:50000 digital maps) such a study will
require a huge amount of resources. Hence, there is a need
to identify areas where to focus our studies.
This paper suggests a method for calculation of topo-
graphic rock slide and tsunami potential for a set of lakes.
This is expressed as an index of the rock slide threat for
each lake, based on its topographical setting alone. The in-
dex should not be interpreted as a measure of rock slide sus-
ceptibility, but is merely an indication of which lakes have
a topographical setting that favours tsunami generating rock
slides. The method also deﬁnes which areas around a given
lake may serve as potential release areas and the mobility re-
quired for a slide to reach the lake if released at any point.
This “mobility surface” effectively delineates the spatial ex-
tent of the problem and can therefore be used to guide the
collection of additional data. Due to the extremely large areal
extent of the analysis the method is designed to make use of
a minimum of input data and efﬁcient algorithms in the data
processing.
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2 Background
2.1 Hazard evaluation for sliding processes
The goal of hazard evaluation for sliding processes is to
quantify the probability of occurrence of a potentially dam-
aging event within a given area and a given period of time. A
growing demand for such analyses, together with increasing
availability of environmental data (e.g. high resolution digi-
tal elevation models, DEMs), advances in technology (espe-
cially Geographical Information Systems, GIS) and tools for
modelling and simulation, have spurred the development of
this ﬁeld during the last decades (Carrara and Pike, 2008).
A review and categorization of some different groups of
methods are found in Guzzetti et al. (1999), but typically
methods range from empirical and heuristic to statistical and
physically-based models (Carrara and Pike, 2008).
Modelling of different landslide hazards can be ap-
proached statistically by establishing a relationship between
historical events and a set of relevant factors such as terrain
morphology, geology, lithology, land cover etc (e.g. Carrara
et al., 1991; Guzzetti and Reichenbach, 1994). Obviously
this requires that relevant data exist over the whole study
area. In addition landslide inventories that can be used to
establish the statistical model must exist. In many cases, as
is the case for Norway, inventories may be sparse and incom-
plete. Thus the validity of such a model may be questionable.
In addition the statistical model will usually result only in
the probability of a mapping unit being stable or not, with no
explicit separation between release and run out area; thus it
may be difﬁcult to evaluate the hazard to a given spatial fea-
ture (e.g. a building, road or a lake) unless it lies within the
potentially unstable mapping unit.
From a process point of view, regional modelling of land-
slide hazard can be divided into two main parts. First, poten-
tial release areas and their properties (potential slide volume)
must be deﬁned. The result of this analysis is then used as
input when modelling run-out distance for each individual
slide. Preferably some measure of probability should be at-
tached to release areas, their volume and the slide run-out
distances. While physically based models may be appeal-
ing, they are not always suitable for regional modelling. The
main reason for this is that the models often require input
data at a level of detail that is unavailable over large regions.
In addition the use of such models may be impractical due to
the processing time needed to run them over large areas, es-
pecially if probabilities need to be introduced via stochastic
modelling or Monte Carlo simulations (see e.g. Perla et al.,
1984; Harbitz et al., 2001a). There are, however, a number
of models that have been used in regional studies for mod-
elling slope instability (e.g. Montgomery and Dietrich, 1994;
Crosta and Frattini, 2003) and/or deﬁning run-out zones (e.g.
Guzzetti et al., 2002a; Dade and Huppert, 1998; Iverson et
al., 1998; Jaboyedoff and Labiouse, 2003; Lan et al., 2007).
These types of models are based on a more or less simpliﬁed
physical description of the process and make use of a digital
elevation model (DEM). Models for deﬁning unstable rock
slopes are less developed than those for shallow landsliding.
The data requirements for deﬁning potential rock fall or rock
slide release areas can be quite exhaustive, especially when
the model is supposed to cover a large geographical area.
In the case of rock slopes, release is dependent on condi-
tions such as geological fractures and subsurface hydrology
along with triggering factors such as climatic events or earth-
quakes. The signiﬁcance of each of the factors may vary con-
siderably between different locations and often one ﬁnds that
the required data are not available on a suitable scale. The
availability of intermediate to high resolution DEMs is the
fortunate exception, and some DEM based methods for esti-
mating rock slope instabilities have been suggested (G¨ unther,
2003; Jaboyedoff et al., 2004). Still in many regional mod-
els for rock falls or slides, potential release areas are either
deﬁned manually or based on local slope angle alone.
Considering the above we must accept that a regional
model of rock slide hazard that is generally applicable to all
of Norway is unfeasible due to the data requirements. In
many cases, however, our ultimate concern is the rock slide
risk to a given set of geographical features. If we can de-
ﬁne the features of concern beforehand we may limit the
maximum spatial extent of the potential areas for release
zones dramatically using simple assumptions about rock
slide movement. In addition, some statistical relationships
between rock slide volume and mobility, coupled with an
estimate of the frequency magnitude distribution of events,
may provide an estimate of the rock slide threat to different
features relative to each other.
2.2 Mobility and volume of a rock slide
Figure 1 shows a simpliﬁed sketch of a rock slide includ-
ing some basic attributes: the slide height (H), the run-out
length (L) and the run-out angle (α). The mobility of a rock
slide can be expressed as H/L. The smaller this ratio is, the
smaller is the run-out angle (α) between headwall and toe,
and the higher is the mobility of the slide.
For rock slides with a volume smaller than about 105 m3
motion is governed by the dry friction. Hence, the run-
out angle is restricted by the friction angle of the material
in question (usually around 30◦–40◦) and is not dependent
on the slide volume (e.g. Scheidegger, 1973; Hs¨ u, 1975;
McEwen, 1989; Legros, 2002). This is supported by empiri-
cal data; e.g. Keylock and Domaas (1999) reports maximum
run-out for rock falls (<104 m3) at angles no lower than 31◦.
Forlargerslides, however, therun-outanglebecomessmaller
as the volume increases. The physical explanation for long
run-out rock slide mobility is not entirely understood, but a
short summary of different hypotheses put forward to explain
this can be found in Legros (2002). Empirically it has been
shown that there is a fairly robust statistical relationship be-
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tween rock slide volume (V) and rock slide mobility (H/L),
as suggested by Scheidegger (1973):
log10
H
L
= a log10 V + b (1)
where V is in m3 and the constants a and b set to −0.15666
and 0.62419, respectively.
Table 1 and Fig. 2 contain a number of large Norwegian
rock slides published by NGU (2001). The ﬁgure illustrates
that the Norwegian slides are in good agreement with Schei-
degger’s volume-mobility relation.
Equation (1) can be rearranged to solve for volume:
Vmin =

H
10bL
 1
a
(2)
Vmin now represents the minimum volume required to arrive
at the run-out angle H/L. As mentioned earlier, small rock
slides are governed by dry friction so Eq. (2) is only valid for
slides larger than about 105 m3, that is when H/L is smaller
thantheinternalfrictionangleofthematerialinvolved(about
0.7).
Figure 3 shows how Eq. (2) can be used to estimate the
minimum volume required to reach a lake for slides released
at three different locations. At points where H/L is low only
a very large slide will have high enough mobility to reach
the lake and as H/L increases the minimum required vol-
ume decreases. In areas where H/L exceeds the normal fric-
tion coefﬁcient (H/L>0.7) Vmin is undeﬁned as any slide,
regardless of volume, may reach the lake from here.
2.3 Properties of the rock slide and a resulting tsunami
The destructive power of a rock slide increases with its mag-
nitude. This is also true for the resulting tsunami should a
slide plunge into a lake. It may be fair to say, however, that
under most conditions a tsunami that occurs in a lake will
have a destructive impact. As an example, a moderate wave
with an initial surface elevation of 20m at a distance of 25m
seaward from the slide area will have to travel at least 10km
before the height is reduced to 1m. Moreover, this holds
only if free radial wave spreading is possible. Consequently
we must assume that in Norwegian lakes, which are typically
long and narrow, the magnitude of a tsunami will not be con-
siderably reduced before it reaches any part of the shoreline.
In addition settlements are often situated at gently sloping
areas close to the shores. Such terrain also favour wave am-
pliﬁcation, which means that risk to life and property may be
high even for low magnitude events. For reasons of simplic-
ity we can thus deﬁne the hazard as being constant with event
magnitude (above a given threshold), and only dependent on
the frequency.
The two main rock slide parameters governing the initial
height of a tsunami are the frontal area and the velocity of
the rock slide at the time of impact with the water (Harbitz
et al., 2006). It is known that rock slides with a volume of
z max
z min
length
height
deposit
α
release area
Fig. 1. Geometry of a rock slide with deﬁnition of slide height (H),
length (L) and run-out angle (α).
about 20000m3 have caused severe destructions on the op-
posite side of the fjord (Harbitz et al., 2001b). On the other
hand, the authors are not aware of any widespread (i.e. cov-
ering a signiﬁcant part of a fjord or a lake) or destructive
tsunami generated by a rock slide with a volume less than
5000m3. This is conﬁrmed by numerical simulations (e.g.
NGI, 2006). Moreover, laboratory experiments and scaling
relations of tsunami generation by various rock slide vol-
umes, conﬁgurations, and impact velocities are discussed
by e.g. Noda (1970), Wiegel et al. (1970), Slingerland and
Voight (1979), Monaghan et al. (2003), Walder et al. (2003),
Fritz et al. (2004), Zweifel et al. (2006), and Sælevik et
al. (2009). By applying the empirical regression equation for
maximum surface elevation deduced from three-dimensional
laboratory experiments by Slingerland and Voight (1979), it
is found that a rock slide with a volume of 5000m3 and an
impact velocity of 30m/s will generate a tsunami with sur-
face elevation less than 1m at a water depth of 100m and a
distance of 25m outside the slide area. Due to the signiﬁ-
cance of bathymetry, radial spreading, reﬂection, etc., wave
height predictive equations from rectangular 2-D wave chan-
nel or 3-D wave tank models should be applied to site spe-
ciﬁc situations with caution. Hence, if we use slide volume
as a proxy for frontal area we can say that only slides with
volumes larger than about 5000m3 will generate a destruc-
tive wave. Due to the large variability in observed maximum
rock slide velocities, and the corresponding uncertainties in
rock slide impact velocities, it can further be assumed that
every slide that reaches the shore line with a volume larger
than the required minimum will also have an impact velocity
large enough to generate a tsunami. This is a conservative
assumption, not excluding any potential tsunami generating
rock slide due to low velocity.
2.4 Magnitude frequency distribution of landslides
The frequency of small rock slide events is much higher
than the frequency of large events. Several studies
have shown that the magnitude frequency distribution of
events such as rock slides follow a power law distribution
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Table 1. Properties of a number of Norwegian rock slides (NGU,
2001).
No Name Vol Height Length H/L
(millm3)
1 Verkilsdalen, Rondane 15 675 1600 0.42
2 Tjelle, Langfjorden 15 750 2000 0.38
3 Melkevoll, Olden 0.25–0.5 480 750 0.64
4 Rørsetura, Oterøya 2.5 650 1100 0.59
5 Gravem, Sunndal 0.3–0.5 900 1500 0.60
6 Sørdalen, Vanylven 2.5–5 675 1500 0.45
7 Urdabøuri, Vinje 16–23 470 1350 0.35
8 Erdalen, Stryn 8–12 460 1010 0.46
9 Hjelle, Stryn 0.5 730 575 1.27
10 Bjørkum, Lærdal 0.15–0.3 400 550 0.73
11 Furuneset, Tafjorden 0.5–1 900 1500 0.60
12 Langhammaren,
Tafjorden 2–3 850 1500 0.57
13 Grande,
Geirangerfjorden 0.5–0.8 1350 1450 0.93
14 Hysket,
Geirangerfjorden 1.5–3 550 1125 0.49
15 Stølaholmen,
Fjørland 3–4 420 960 0.44
16 Berrføttene,
Fjærlandsfjorden 50–100 1000 4000 0.25
17 Frykkjelen,
Fjærlandsfjorden 2.5–3 950 2200 0.43
18 Kubergan N, Tromsø 8 375 700 0.54
19 Kubergan S, Tromsø 5 350 640 0.55
20 Nakkevatnet, Lyngen 15–25 900 2350 0.38
21 Grøtlandsura, Salangen 6–12 500 1200 0.42
22 Skjærsura, Valldal 12–15 1000 1750 0.57
23 Hellaren, Grovfjorden 100–150 900 4000 0.23
24 Gumpedalen, Sørreisa 30–50 720 2200 0.33
25 Store Urdi, Jotunheimen 15 400 1400 0.29
(e.g. Guzzetti et al., 2002b; Hergarten, 2003, 2004; Mala-
mud et al., 2004). Such a distribution can be written as:
N(V) ∼ V −β (3)
where N(V) is the number of slides per time interval with a
volume V or larger and β is a constant parameter. This can
also be looked upon as a normalized a priori probability for
a slide with volume V or larger to occur in an area within
a given time period. The higher the exponent, β, the lower
is the probability of large events relative to smaller events.
Based on a number of inventories of rock falls and slides
from subvertical cliffs, Dussauge et al. (2003) propose that
volume distributions follow a power law distribution with
an average exponent of 0.5±0.2 on a 10−3 m3 to 1010 m3
volume range. For mixed landslides Dussauge et al. (2003)
reported that exponent values averaged 1.2±0.3, while Her-
garten (2003) reported exponent values for landslides in the
range 0.7 to 1.0 (1.0 to 1.6 for landslide area, rather than vol-
ume, distributions).
3 Method
3.1 Input data and calculations
The input data used in this study was a 25m raster based
digital elevation model and a 1:50000 vector map with lakes.
The lake map contained more than 200000 individual water
bodies, but for this analysis we excluded all lakes with an
area less than 0.1km2. This was both because we wanted
to reduce the number of lakes to analyze, but also because
we judged the threat from a potential tsunami in these small
lakes to be very small.
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Fig. 3. Example of minimum required volumes to reach a lake for
three H/L values.
The basic idea behind the method is to identify all po-
tential release cells around each lake based on a slope crite-
rion alone. Furthermore we give each potential release cell a
weight based on its position relative to the lake. The assump-
tion is that the probability of a tsunami generating rock slide
release is high in steep slopes directly above the lake com-
pared to more distal slopes. A simple sketch of the method-
ology for calculation of these weights is shown in Fig. 4. For
a given point, p, the vertical distance (H) and the horizontal
distancealongatravelpath(L)toacandidatelakecanbecal-
culated. The ratio between these two distances (H/L) yields
the mobility required for a slide released at that point to reach
the lake. Using Eq. (2) we can estimate the volume required
to achieve this mobility (Vmin). This means that at point p,
any slide larger than Vmin may reach the lake, and thus gen-
erate a tsunami. We also know that large slides are less com-
mon than smaller slides and by applying Eq. (3) to the result
of Eq. (2) we can estimate the probability that an event of
size Vmin or larger will occur relative to another event with
size Vmin’ or larger. This probability is only a function of the
topographical setting of the investigated point and the lake.
It can be looked upon as a topographic tsunami-generating
potential, TTGP, for a rock slide initiated at this point.
Since Eq. (2) is invalid when H/L yields an angle steeper
than the internal friction angle it will overestimate the min-
imum required volume, Vmin, in areas where H/L is steep
enough for any slide volume to reach the lake. Consequently
Eq. (3) will underestimate the tsunami generating potential
in these areas. In addition Vmin should be constrained down-
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Fig. 4. Flow chart showing how the relative probability of a tsunami
generating slide to be released at any point is estimated.
in these areas. In addition Vmin should be constrained down-
wards by a minimum damaging volume, Vd, which in our
case is the minimum volume required for a rock slide to cre-
ate a destructive wave. We therefore deﬁned TTGP as fol-
lows:
TTGP =
(
max(Vmin, Vd)−β V
β
d , H
L < f
V
−β
d V
β
d = 1, H
L >= f
(4)
When H/L is smaller than the internal friction angle, f,
TTGP is obtained by applying Eq. (3) to the maximum of
Vmin and Vd and then normalizing it so that TTGP has a
maximum value of 1.0 where Vmin equals Vd. When H/L is
larger than or equal to f, Vmin should be substituted with Vd
and TTGP will always be 1.0. Vmin is the output of Eq. (2)
and we used constants a and b as estimated by Scheideg-
ger (1973) (a=−0.15666, b=0.62419). For β we used 0.7
which is in the upper range of reported values for rock falls
and in the lower range of reported values for mixed landslide
types (Dussauge et al., 2003; Hergarten, 2003). Vd was set
to a conservative estimate of 5000m3 and the friction angle
f was set to 0.7 (about 35◦).
Figure 5. shows Vmin and TTGP as a function of H/L.
For small H/L values (areas far away from the lake) the rock
slide volume required in order to reach the lake (Vmin) is very
large. Such large events are relatively rare and thus we have
a low score on the probability measure (TTGP). As soon as
H/L exceeds the internal friction angle there is no longer a
topographic constraint on the required volume (Vmin) and all
rock slides larger than the minimum damaging volume (Vd)
must be considered. This implicates a drastic positive shift in
the probability measure that is explained by a change in the
physics of the rock slide motion for small versus large rock
slides.
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When H/L is smaller than the internal friction angle, f,
TTGP is obtained by applying Eq. (3) to the maximum of
Vmin and Vd and then normalizing it so that TTGP has a
maximum value of 1.0 where Vmin equals Vd. When H/L is
larger than or equal to f, Vmin should be substituted with Vd
and TTGP will always be 1.0. Vmin is the output of Eq. (2)
and we used constants a and b as estimated by Scheideg-
ger (1973) (a=−0.15666, b=0.62419). For β we used 0.7
which is in the upper range of reported values for rock falls
and in the lower range of reported values for mixed landslide
types (Dussauge et al., 2003; Hergarten, 2003). Vd was set
to a conservative estimate of 5000m3 and the friction angle
f was set to 0.7 (about 35◦).
Figure 5 shows Vmin and TTGP as a function of H/L. For
small H/L values (areas far away from the lake) the rock
slide volume required in order to reach the lake (Vmin) is very
large. Such large events are relatively rare and thus we have
a low score on the probability measure (TTGP). As soon as
H/L exceeds the internal friction angle there is no longer a
topographic constraint on the required volume (Vmin) and all
rock slides larger than the minimum damaging volume (Vd)
must be considered. This implicates a drastic positive shift in
the probability measure that is explained by a change in the
physics of the rock slide motion for small versus large rock
slides.
For a given lake we can calculate a total “topographic
(tsunami-generating) rock slide potential”:
TRSPLake =
n X
i=1
TTGPi (5)
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by summarizing all the TTGP values of the potential release
cells in the vicinity of the lake. This yields a value that is
comparable between different lakes. Obviously the TRSP
value increases with the number of potential release cells,
but each cell’s contribution to the total TRSP value decreases
with H/L.
3.2 GIS processing
For the GIS processing we used the ArcGIS 9.2 software.
Considering the large geographical area we are covering in
this study we found no feasible way to identify areas where
rockslides may be released other than a threshold for local
slope angle. Thus a slope layer was calculated from the DEM
and cells with an angle above 30◦ were marked as potential
release areas. This slope threshold is smaller than the an-
gle of internal friction for most rock types and can thus be
regarded as conservative.
For any potential release area, our only concern is whether
a slide released there will reach a lake or not. If we assume
that rockslides follow the D8 ﬂow direction (O’Callaghan
and Mark, 1984) this effectively means that each lake’s po-
tential release area is narrowed down to its own catchment
area. Thus we can establish a relationship between each po-
tential release cell and its candidate lake. This is important
because with a cell based DEM and a map of the lake poly-
gons we are now able to use a set of GIS operations to calcu-
late the TTGP value not for just one single point, but for all
cells in the DEM at the same time.
Given a more or less hydrologically consistent DEM, a
new layer (CATCHMENTS) with labelled regions represent-
ing each lake’s catchment area can be efﬁciently computed
in most GIS software. The elevation difference between each
potential release cell and the minimum elevation within the
catchment yields the elevation drop between the release cell
and its candidate lake. This was saved to a second layer
(HEIGHT). The Euclidian distance between each release cell
and its candidate lake could be used as a most conservative
value for required run-out length, but this would most often
lead to a large underestimation of the distance. Instead we
calculated the run-out distance along the D8 ﬂow directions
(ﬂow length) and saved this to a third layer (LENGTH).
Equations (2) and (4) were next applied to the HEIGHT
and LENGTH layers to produce layers with minimum re-
quired volume (Vmin) and topographic tsunami-generating
potential (TTGP) for all the potential release cells. In the end
all the TTGP values within each lake’s catchment area could
be summarized to a topographic rock slide potential (TRSP)
for each lake and saved to a table together with the lake id
number, thus making further analysis of the results practical.
While for a regional analysis it was important to express
the rock slide potential as one single number for each lake,
the intermediate steps in the methodology provided informa-
tion in the form of geographical layers that could be used for
a more comprehensive analysis of a limited area. For exam-
ple the map of minimum required volumes can be used di-
rectly to pinpoint where potential release areas may be, and
the rock slide volume required for a slide released here to
reach the lake. Along the coastline of a given lake it may also
be of interest to know where the most probable points of rock
slide impact are. We calculated this by routing the TTGP in
each cell downstream towards the shore of the lakes in order
to show the distribution of accumulated TTGP values along
the shore line. A multiple ﬂow algorithm (Freeman, 1991)
was used to iteratively distribute the TTGP value in each cell
down to all lower lying neighbours until the shore line was
reached. The fraction of TTGP passed from a cell to neigh-
bour i is given by
fi =
max(0, S
p
i )
8 P
i=1
max(0, S
p
i )
(6)
In the end, the probability in each cell along the shore line
was the sum of all the upslope probabilities. The method
produces results equivalent to the calculation of a weighted
speciﬁc catchment area in hydrology (Quinn et al., 1995) and
it can be looked upon as a map of the most probable slide
paths and the most probable points of impact.
4 Results and discussion
The ﬁnal result of the analysis is a list of all lakes with the
sum of probabilities within their catchment area. This sum
can be looked upon as a topographic rock slide potential for
the lake as it summarizes the probability of slides initiated
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Fig. 6. Geographical distribution of rock slide potential within municipalities (left) and the 100 lakes with highest rock slide potential (right).
The potential is expressed in percent of the maximum value for both maps.
within the catchment actually reaching the lake. The poten-
tial can also be summarised by larger hydrological units or
even by administrative units to better illustrate the geograph-
ical distribution of the problem.
Out of the 18976 lakes investigated, 12215 were reported
as having rock slide potential. But most of them received a
very low score. About 1/3 of the total potential came from
the contribution of the 11500 lakes with the lowest score,
then the next 600 lakes contributed to the second 1/3 while
the last 1/3 of the total rock slide potential came from the
top 100 lakes. Expressed in another way, the vast majority
of the lakes (90%) received a score lower than 1% of the
maximum score, and about 63% received less than 0.1% of
the maximum. This skewed distribution of scores indicates
that the topographic rock slide potential is negligible for a
large portion of the lakes.
Since the ranking of the lakes is based on the topo-
graphic potential alone, it is problematic to categorically dis-
regard the potential for any of the lakes, however low the
score value. We have assumed that even quite small slides
(>5000m3) may create a destructive tsunami if they reach
a lake. Thus, areas where the minimum required volume is
low, in that both small and large slides may reach the lake,
gain a relatively high score compared to areas where only
large slides will have sufﬁcient mobility to reach the lake.
One could argue that it is these large slides we really should
worry about; in that case the same methodology could be
used, but with a larger volume deﬁned as the “minimum
destructive volume”. This would lead to a less distinctive
skewing of the distribution of scores, as the analysis would
include a smaller range of possible slide volumes, but the rel-
ative rank of each lake would not change signiﬁcantly. The
same effect could be achieved by setting the exponent value
β in Eq. (4) to a lower value. Ideally locally adapted values
should be used for the exponent so that the inﬂuence of large
slideswillbereﬂectedintheactualfrequency-magnitudedis-
tribution in each area. While the use of a spatially distributed
estimate of β is quite possible, it is questionable whether the
effort of estimating it would be warranted for this type of
preliminary analysis.
Figure 6(left panel) shows the relative potential for rock-
slides into lakes by municipality. The pattern shown here
coincides well with known problem areas in parts of West-
ern Norway (mainly Rogaland, Sogn og Fjordane and Møre
og Romsdal counties), as well as a few areas in Northern
Norway. Figure 6(right panel) illustrates clearly that the ge-
ographical pattern is well explained by a small fraction of
lakes (top 100) that received a very high score in the anal-
ysis. Among the top 100 lakes we ﬁnd several lakes with
known rock slide hazard. As an example the Lovatnet lake,
which experienced catastrophic tsunamis in both 1905 and
1936, is among the top 10 lakes on the list (see Appendix A
and Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7. Lakes with high potential: Detail from the area between Sognefjorden and Nordfjord.
While the methodology does not explicitly consider that
the frequency of events varies between different regions in
Norway, this is partly taken care of as rock slide activity is
highly correlated with steep topography. Thus there will be
more potential release cells and consequently higher TRSP
values for lakes in these areas. However, the geological and
triggering components of the large scale geographical vari-
ation of sliding activity are still not accounted for in this
model.
As we have seen, the list of topographic rock slide poten-
tial (TRSP) for individual lakes reveals the spatial distribu-
tion of the problem. It can also be used as a tool to point out
lakes which may be particularly exposed (topographically)
to rockslides and thus should be investigated further. It is
also important to note that out of the top 100 lakes, 46 are
hydropower reservoirs. Public regulations in Norway require
that dam owners assess the consequences of a potential dam
break and subsequently place the dam in a consequence class
according to Table 2. As can be seen from the table most
of the 46 reservoirs have dams that are either class 2 or 3
(medium and large consequences).
The results can also provide useful qualitative information
about the topographic conditions in a speciﬁc area with re-
gard to rock slide threat. In Fig. 8 the minimum required
mobility and volume surfaces around Sakrisvatn in Norddal
(Møre og Romsdal county) are shown. These maps may be
used to pinpoint where ﬁeld studies should be carried out,
and during a ﬁeld campaign they may be used to eliminate
areas that are susceptible to failure, but where the potential
slide volume would be too small to reach the lake if a failure
took place. In the ﬁgure we have marked two areas where
ﬁeldstudies(NGI,2004)haveindicatedpotentialreleasevol-
umesof48000m3 (A)and112000m3 (B).Fromthemapwe
seethattheserockslideswouldwithoutadoubtreachthelake
as the release areas are located in the area where even small
slides may reach the lake.
In this study we limited our analysis of rock slide threat to
lakes, but the same method could also be applied to fjords.
Figure 9(left panel) shows a map of the relative probability
that a tsunami generating slide will be released at any point
for Tafjord. This is a part of Storfjorden where a rock slide
induced tsunami killed 40 people in 1934. In the right panel
these probabilities are routed downstream towards the shore.
The analysis thus indicates the most probable points of im-
pacts along the shore line. This information may be used
to locate scenarios for more detailed modelling of potential
tsunamis.
The parameters in the TTGP calculation in Eq. (4) are
controlling the inﬂuence due to the topographic position of
each potential release cell on the ﬁnal TRSP score. To in-
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Fig. 8. Surface of minimum required mobility (left) and minimum required volume (right) for Sakrisvatn (Norddal, Møre andRomsdal). The
two potential release areas mapped from ﬁeld studies (A and B) are also shown.
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Fig. 9. Tafjord area, Western Norway. Left panel: Topographic potential for a rock slide initiated in any cell to reach the fjord (TTGP). Right
panel: A map of most probable points of impact calculated by routing the probabilities downstream. Deposits of two historical rockslides
are indicated.
vestigate the sensitivity of the result to these parameters we
studied how the TRSP scores for the top 20 lakes changed
as these parameters varied within a range of realistic val-
ues. This was then compared to a simple count of all the
steep cells in the lake’s catchment area, which is the na¨ ıve
approach where the TTGP value is assumed to be 1.0 for all
potential release cells, regardless of topographic position rel-
ative to the lake. The difference between the TRSP value and
the cell count thus indicates how much the topographic po-
sition of the release cells inﬂuences the result with the given
parameter settings.
The result of the sensitivity test is presented in Table 3.
Obviously the absolute TRSP score for each lake responds
greatly to the parameter choices, but the relative score
between the lakes remains quite consistent. We observe that
Table 2. Number of lakes (among the top 100) within different dam
break consequence classes.
Consequence Explanation #
class reservoirs
0 No consequences
or unknown 7
1 Small consequences,
no residences affected 9
2 Medium consequences,
1-20 residences affected 15
3 Large consequences,
>20 residences affected 15
Total 46
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Table 3. TRSP scores using different parameter settings (indicated in the header row) for the top 20 lakes. See Appendix A for name and
location of the lakes.
Lake Id
f=0.7
β=0.7
Vd=5000
f=0.6
β=0.7
Vd=5000
f=0.8
β=0.7
Vd=5000
f=0.7
β=0.3
Vd=5000
f=0.7
β=1.0
Vd=5000
f=0.7
β=0.7
Vd=50 000
f=0.6
β=0.3
Vd=50 000
count of
steep cells 
(>30°)
1994 25 229 38 318 18 209 39 685 23 273 36 393 60 969 121 568
22 22 326 32 741 14 748 28 055 21 349 28 219 38 447 66 648
1800 20 600 25 252 16 641 25 410 20 029 23 921 32 453 106 897
1864 18 927 23 672 14 217 24 962 18 242 22 840 33 395 97 249
1806 14 603 24 343 10 082 25 095 13 345 21 824 40 388 115 941
1571 14 220 20 445 10 733 19 273 13 573 18 041 27 169 71 000
1604 13 680 23 824 8977 22 839 12 472 20 654 36 907 90 894
1683 13 465 15 117 11 693 14 704 13 296 14 466 16 695 24 399
2 12 609 19 145 8579 18 381 11 787 17 368 27 375 71 181
1524 12 475 14 439 10 670 14 057 12 252 13 789 16 575 32 548
1734 11 947 18 326 8186 20 668 10 945 17 578 32 794 105 312
1807 11 432 17 319 7774 17 831 10 590 16 232 27 251 64 928
1889 10 857 13 688 8357 12 800 10 558 12 624 16 042 21 500
1802 9989 14 858 7017 19 564 9122 14 739 31 811 132 743
27 288 8784 14 042 6029 14 133 8138 12 493 22 008 61 773
147 7975 11 741 5376 12 511 7440 11 025 18 947 60 511
1400 7522 9081 6300 9104 7333 8617 11 441 36 136
825 7424 10 095 4913 10 031 7086 9389 13 940 35 682
1905 6586 8192 5508 8445 6393 7699 11 070 37 716
1274 6307 8038 4766 8123 6071 7658 10 816 24 679
reducing the value for f (angle of friction) or β (power law
exponent), or increasing the value for Vd (minimum dam-
aging rock slide volume) brings TRSP values closer to the
simple count of steep cells. This is expected as all of these
adjustments will lessen the importance of topographic po-
sition (the importance of steep cells directly above the lake
compared to steep cells further away from the lake). By set-
ting all three parameters to their extreme at the same time an
absolute minimum of topographic inﬂuence is assumed, but
even at this setting it is evident that the topographic position
strongly inﬂuences the result.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have described a new approach for regional
assessment of Norwegian lakes exposed to tsunami generat-
ing rockslides. The method successfully distinguished be-
tween lakes with high and low topographic rock slide po-
tential. The results depict the geographical distribution of
this hazard and they are useful as an entry point for further
investigation. The intermediate results of the method may
also serve as a tool to aid more detailed studies in a given
area as they effectively deﬁne the spatial extent of the prob-
lem, describes properties of potential release areas (e.g. min-
imum required volume in order to reach the lake) and indi-
cates probable points of impact along the shore line. Thus
these maps can be used for planning ﬁeld campaigns such as
mapping of foliations relative to the topography near poten-
tial release areas or mapping of movements within the po-
tential release areas, using ground based or remote sensing
techniques.
It is emphasised that the rock slide potential reported for
each lake is based on the topographical setting alone and
hence, does not represent the actual probability of rockslides
into the lakes. For a given area, more detailed investigations
of the geology, triggering factors and frequency of previous
rockslide events should be carried out before deﬁnite state-
ments about the actual hazard can be made.
The analysis does not include any considerations of vul-
nerability, risk or possible consequences of a tsunami. Obvi-
ously the socio-economical effect of a tsunami will primarily
depend on the type of objects (infrastructure, buildings, peo-
ple etc.) in the run-up zone and potentially also downstream.
These factors should be included in a more detailed analysis
in order to give a better picture of the actual risk for individ-
ual lakes.
Appendix A
Ordered list of the 100 lakes with highest topographic rock slide
potential (TRSP).
Lake Id Lake name County TRSP (scaled)
1994 Eikesdalsvatnet Møre og Romsdal 1.000
22 Bandak Telemark 0.885
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1800 Breimsvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.817
1864 Suldalsvatnet Rogaland 0.750
1806 Lovatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.579
1571 ˚ Ardalsvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.564
1604 Veitastrondvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.542
1683 Øvre Tysdalsvatnet Rogaland 0.534
2 Tinnsjø Telemark 0.500
1524 Ørsdalsvatnet Rogaland 0.495
1734 Jølstravatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.474
1807 Hornindalsvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.453
1889 Ringedalsvatnet Hordaland 0.430
1802 Strynevatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.396
27288 Oldevatnet Sør Sogn og Fjordane 0.348
147 Gjende Oppland 0.316
1400 Sirdalsvatnet Vest-Agder 0.298
825 Tunsbergsdalsvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.294
1905 Eidfjordvatnet Hordaland 0.261
1274 Fyresvatnet Telemark 0.250
1497 Vassbygdvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.244
1067 Botsvatn Aust-Agder 0.227
1504 Fretheimsdalsvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.223
9 Totak Telemark 0.207
1451 Øystrebøvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.198
1399 Lundevatnet Rogaland 0.197
1279 Folurdvatnet Telemark 0.197
8 Kvitseidvatnet Telemark 0.190
1953 Tussevatnet Møre og Romsdal 0.184
1801 Sanddalsvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.182
2118 Steinslandsvatnet Hordaland 0.176
1865 Røldalsvatnet Hordaland 0.175
2044 Gjønavatnet Hordaland 0.171
1035 Storvatnet Nordland 0.171
1765 Storebottvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.171
723 Salsvatnet Nord-Trøndelag 0.170
517 Vangsmjøsi Oppland 0.165
1966 Sakrisvatnet Møre og Romsdal 0.161
2177 Virdnejavri Finnmark 0.160
49 Byrtevatn Telemark 0.159
871 Hopvatnet Nordland 0.155
1701 Sandvinvatnet Hordaland 0.153
1070 Vatndalsvatnet Aust-Agder 0.152
778 Storglomvatnet Nordland 0.151
746 Bjørnefossvatnet Nordland 0.145
2084 Evangervatnet Hordaland 0.144
24911 Svartevatnet Aust-Agder 0.143
810 Øvrevatnet Nordland 0.143
833 Heggmovatnet Nordland 0.142
64 Bitdalsvatnet Telemark 0.137
45489 Trolldalsvatnet Nordland 0.137
1681 Tysdalsvatnet Rogaland 0.135
2110 Dalavatnet Møre og Romsdal 0.134
1527 Austrumdalsvatnet Rogaland 0.128
872 Storvatnet Nordland 0.126
892 Selbusjøen Sør-Trøndelag 0.126
1805 Oldevatnet Nord Sogn og Fjordane 0.124
1212 Trollfjordvatnet Nordland 0.123
43961 Arstaddalsdammen Nordland 0.120
7 Fl˚ avatn Telemark 0.119
20070 indre Vinjavatnet Rogaland 0.117
452 Fjellvatnet Nordland 0.112
22028 Hildalsvatnet Hordaland 0.112
1771 Ommedalsvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.109
29369 Nigardsbrevatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.104
29060 Nedstevatnet Møre og Romsdal 0.104
149 V˚ ag˚ avatnet Oppland 0.104
1485 Sandvikevatnet Hordaland 0.103
2382 Svartholvatnet Troms 0.102
500 Storvatnet Nordland 0.101
768 Gr˚ avatnet Nordland 0.099
1939 Osdalsvatnet Møre og Romsdal 0.097
1200 Innervatnet Nordland 0.095
1869 Lonavatnet Hordaland 0.095
1951 Raudstadvatnet Møre og Romsdal 0.095
1214 Solbjørnvatnet Nordland 0.094
870 Sildhopvatnet Nordland 0.093
1530 Store Myrvatnet Rogaland 0.093
1537 Gyavatnet Rogaland 0.091
1063 Byglandsfjorden Aust-Agder 0.091
29558 Brevatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.090
1528 Maudalsvatnet Rogaland 0.090
864 Langvatnet Nordland 0.089
231 Rondvatnet Oppland 0.089
55721 Kipparfjordvatnet Finnmark 0.089
1782 Bjørndalsvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.089
44049 Spilderdalsvatnet Nordland 0.088
2026 Berdalsvatnet Rogaland 0.088
2027 Botnavatn Rogaland 0.087
1866 Valldalsvatnet Hordaland 0.086
1064 ˚ Araksfjorden Aust-Agder 0.086
28950 Almdokkevatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.084
1786 Risevatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.083
25078 Tengedalsvatnet Rogaland 0.083
27566 Torsnesvatn Hordaland 0.082
1401 Hovsvatnet Rogaland 0.082
770 Silavatnet Nordland 0.081
34180 Dalavatnet Møre og Romsdal 0.080
29075 Stegholvatnet Sogn og Fjordane 0.080
856 Reinoksvatnet Nordland 0.079
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